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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Mixed-criticality (MC) systems [1] allow tasks of different
importance (or criticality) to be consolidated into a single
system. Consolidation facilitates resource sharing (even across
criticality levels) and hence bears the potential to reduce
the overall amount of resources needed. However, there is a
common misconception that recurs in literature about Vestal’s
model: the false believe that low criticality tasks are degraded
to soft real-time or even best effort tasks. In this work, we not
only wish to clarify this misconception but also ask ourselves
what would happen if we degrade LO tasks. Revisiting Quality
Assuring Scheduling (QAS) [2], [3], our goals are stochastic
guarantees for LO completion in addition to and replacing
the hard MC guarantees if LO tasks are soft real-time. In
this WIP report, we focus on properties of dropped LO tasks
(while keeping hard MC guarantees) such as: “What is the
likelihood of lower criticality jobs being dropped because
higher criticality jobs exceed their low WCET estimates?”,
“What is the likelihood of dropped jobs to still make their
deadline?”, and “What is the expected time / Q-percentile for
dropped jobs to catch up with their execution?”. Part of our
future work will be to extend these guarantees and to develop
MC schedulers for a combination of hard and soft real-time
tasks. Notice though, that the assumptions in this report still
limit the applicability of our results. We indicate how we plan
to relax them in the future. Most notably, we assume that jobs
arrive in their synchronous arrival sequence and that executiontime distributions are known. The latter we plan to replace with
confidence of WCET estimates.
II.

M IXED -C RITICALITY S CHEDULING

Let T be a set of sporadic tasks. As usual, we characterize
τi ∈ T by tuples (li , Di , Ti , Ci ) where li is a criticality level
in the ordered set of criticality levels L (e.g., L = {LO, HI}
with LO < HI), Di ≤ Ti is the relative deadline and Ti
the minimal interrelease time. We subject tasks to execution
time analyses suitable for the individual levels. The result is a
vector of increasingly more pessimistic WCET estimates Ci (l).
The set L and the requirements for considering an analysis
suitable may be drawn from evaluation criteria such as DO178C [4] but other metrics are also conceivable. We assume
the system enforces budgets Ci (li ) and subject τi only to the
WCET analyses for all l ≤ li . The feasibility criteria and hence
the guarantee given to all admitted tasks is:
Definition 1 (Feasibility): The set T is feasible if every
job Jl = τi,j receives Ci (li ) time in between its release time
rl and its absolute deadline rl + Di provided no job Jh of

a higher criticality task with lh > li exceeds its low WCET
estimate Ch (li ).
There are two important points to notice:
1)

2)

If no higher-criticality job Jh exceeds its low estimate
Ch (ll ), lower criticality jobs Jl receive the same hard
real-time guarantees as in a classical system. That is,
provided all WCET estimates are safe, they receive
sufficient time to complete before their deadlines; and
No guarantee is given to these jobs once a higher
criticality job exceeds its low WCET estimate.

Notice also that dropped jobs merely loose their real-time
guarantees (and possibly their high prioritized budget). There
is no necessity to terminate these jobs. The question about
low-criticality guarantees now boils down to whether WCET
estimates are safe or whether in some rare situations the actual
execution time may exceed these estimates. Either way, MC
schedulers convey no guarantee about the subset of deadlines
low criticality tasks meet, which is essential for soft real-time.
III.

Q UALITY A SSURING S CHEDULING

QAS [2] offers stochastic guarantees for imprecise computations [5] where jobs are composed of mandatory parts,
which must execute to completion, and optional parts, which
improve the final result. For the first, a safe WCET estimate
(P[Xi ≤ Ci ] = 1) is anticipated whereas for the latter QAS
assigns budgets bki resulting from requested Qi -percentiles of
the execution time distribution (P[Xi ≤ bki ] = Qi ). Here
and in the following Xi and Yik denote non-negative random
variables capturing actual execution times and P[Xi ≤ c]
stands for the probability that Xi ≤ c. QAS aborts parts at
their assigned budgets but considers the actual execution time
distribution to determine the likelihood of lower prioritized
jobs meeting their deadlines. The k th optional part oki is
executed (possibly at a different priority) only if all prior
optional parts completed in time. For the special case where
tasks shares a common release time r and deadline D, the job
Ji completes oki with probability p if
P[Yik < bki ∧ ( Σ Xj + Σ min (Yjl , blj ) +
j∈hpi

l

Xi + Σ min (Yim , bm
i )) < D] = p
m≤k

IV.

O PTIONAL PARTS MEET M IXED C RITICALITY

Our goal is to translate MC scheduling into QAS to (1)
reuse the feasibility and abortion results and (2) devise new
algorithms to convey stochastic guarantees for LO jobs.
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Fig. 1.
Mixed-criticality schedule with execution-time distributions
Xi and optional-part dependencies (dashed lines) for the tasks τH =
(HI, 4, 4, (1, 3)), τL = (LO, 4, 4, (2, −)) and τh = (HI, 8, 8, (1, 2)) with
J1 = τH,1 , J2 = τL,1 , J3 = τh,1 , J4 = τH,2 , J5 = τL,2 . There is still a
chance to complete J2 after dropping it, even if J2 exceeds its initial budget.

a) Likelihood to drop low criticality jobs: Fig. 1 shows
an example of a standard (i.e., not QAS) adaptive MC algorithm. The algorithm is adaptive in that τL must be dropped
(i.e., the priority of τL must change) to guarantee the completion of the two HI tasks in case J1 exceeds CH (LO).
In other words, X1 < CH (LO) must hold for J2 to not be
dropped and in addition X3 < Ch (LO) and X4 < CH (LO) to
start executing J5 . But these are exactly the conditions for the
execution of optional parts. By regarding the LO parts of HI
jobs whose criticality decision point is before the worst-case
response time RkLO of a job Jk as preceding optional parts of
this job, QAS gives us the likelihood of this job being dropped
as:
1−
Π
P[Xi < Ci (LO)]
(1)
LO
τi ∈T |RiLO ≤Rk

where RiLO = Ci (LO) +

Σ

τj ∈hp(i)

l

Ri
Tj

m

c) Time to catch up: Even without the above precaution
LO jobs Jk = τl,m may catch up with their execution by
exploiting the budgets of the next jobs of their tasks. Notice,
the result is late and its value degraded. τl,m catches up after
consuming max (Xl,m − F, 0) of τl,m+1 ’s budget and both
τl,m and τl,m+1 complete before τl,m+1 ’s deadline if τl,m+1
would complete with its execution-time distribution changed
to max (Xl,m − F, 0) + Xl,m+1 where F is the time that τl,m
did run before consuming τl,m+1 ’s time.
V.

b) Likelihood of dropped jobs meeting their deadlines:
The bottom part of Fig. 1 shows that it is possible to complete
the dropped job J2 at a priority level where it can no longer
defer the execution of J3 , which could have caused a deadline
miss. J2 completes in time if after J1 has exceeded CH (LO)
the combined execution time X1 + X2 + X3 is less than or
equal to DL . J2 may even complete if CL (LO) is an unsafe
WCET estimate, for example if J3 stops before time t1 and if
additional time is given to J2 after t2 . More generally, if a HI
job Jk does not complete, it receives an additional part with
Yk = max (Xk − Ck (LO), 0) and the originally scheduled
parts of LO jobs Jl in dropping dependency with Jk are
aborted. Instead of not executing dropped jobs Jl , we assume
they receive a possibly larger budget at a priority level that
is sufficiently low to not risk high completion. Priorities in a
strictly lower band fulfill this condition, however, we expect
to find less pessimistic setups in the future. The important
constraint (in particular when considering more than two
criticality levels) is to preserve the relative priority ordering
of dropped jobs because then MC guarantees extend to the
there is no need to make this decision earlier because the completion of no high task is at risk.

R ELATED W ORK

To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to cast MC
scheduling into an imprecise computation context. There is
of course a large body of work on probabilistic analyses and
scheduling of non-MC systems. Alahmad et al. [6] investigate
probabilistic execution-behavior models and identify stochastic
MC scheduling as an open problem [7]. In contrast to our
work, they seek to optimize the feasibility of the MC schedule
itself, not only of dropped tasks. Also they do not consider the
possibility of unsafe WCET estimates for LO jobs.

Cj (LO) is the worst-

case response time of Ji assuming all higher prioritized job Jj
require no more than Cj (LO). Fig. 1 indicates this dropping
dependency as dashed lines. The criticality decision point of a
job Jk is the worst-case response time of its low part. At this
point, we know whether Jk causes LO tasks to be dropped 1 .

1 Notice,

stochastic MC guarantees for dropped jobs. That is, dropped
jobs with a higher criticality level than other dropped jobs
complete more likely. As a preliminary result, the likelihood
that a dropped job Ji meets its deadline under the condition
that π(J1 ) > . . . > π(Ji−1 ) denotes the priority ordering of
higher than Ji prioritized jobs after jobs have been dropped is
P[max(Ti−1 , ri ) + Xi < ri + Di ] where T−1 = T0 = 0 and
(
max(Tk−1 , rk ) + Xk if max(Tk−1 , rk )+
Xk < rk + Dk
Tk =
(2)
max(Tk−2 , rk + Dk ) otherwise

VI.

C ONCLUSIONS

We present first results connecting quality assuring and
mixed-criticality scheduling to give stochastic guarantees for
dropped jobs2 .
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